Spellbinders Feb Glimmer of the Month

Technique: Simple Copic coloring/Glimmer Foiling

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 30 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Simon Says Stamp Mandy’s Flowers

INKS:
SSS Intensive Black

Copic:
Pinks: RV10, RV65, RV63
Greens: BG10, G21, G24
Blues: BG000, BG10, BG11, BG13

ACCESSORIES:
Misti Stamping Tool
Spellbinders Glimmer Hot Foil System
Spellbinders Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Spellbinders Feb. Glimmer of the Month – Scalloped Rectangles
Spellbinders Heart Melt Sentiments (Glimmer)

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Spellbinders White Card base
5-1/2 x 8-1/2, scored and folded at 5-1/2 - card base.
Spellbinders white
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 (2) – to foil the frames and then trim down.
2 x 3 – foil and die cut the sentiment.
Hammermill white
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – stamp, color and cut out floral image.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Spellbinders Glimmer Foil System and the white card stock to glimmer two frames. I used the smaller of the large and medium frames.
2. Next, Glimmer foil the sentiment and cut out with the coordinating dies.
3. Use the Misti Stamping Tool to stamp the floral image in black copic friendly ink.
4. Color the image and cut out.
5. Trim the frames and attach the larger one to the card front with the Scor Tape.
6. Use Foam Squares to attach the smaller one to pop it up and add dimension to the card.
7. Use Foam squares again to attach the floral image.
8. Attach the sentiment using a glue dot on the left side and a foam square on the right so it lays flat.
9. Embellish with three pink crystals.
10. Clean the stamp with the shammy.

Happy Stamping

Glimmer Hot Foil Kit of the Month...

Heart Melt Sentiments Glimmer Hot...

Simon Says Clear Stamps MANDY’S...

Glimmer Hot Foil Roll - Gold

Platinum 6 Die Cutting and Embossing...

GLS-001 Spellbinders GLIMMER HOT FOIL...
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Tim Holtz Tonic GUILLOTINE COMFORT...
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Tim Holtz Tonic Craft MINI SNIPS...
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EK Success CRAFT TWEEZERS Precision...
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Scor-Pal MINI SCOR-BUDDY Scoring...
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MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool...
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Simon Says Stamp SMALL TEFлон BONE...
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Picket Fence Studios THE STAMP...
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Studio Katia EMBELLISHMENT WAND sk014...
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Studio Katia TRIANGLE TRAY sk2119 at...
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Hammermill WHITE 100 LB SMOOTh...
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A7 White Card Bases -Side Fold - 25 pack
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White Cardstock 8 1/2" x 11 - 25 pack
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